
Inter Alia
A Memoir 
by Ernest Kafka
Spiked with humor, this 20th century immigrant’s tale illuminates 
possibilities for immigration today. Using opportunities, the way he 
contributes to our culture inspires awe.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-60-5 • 552 pages • $40.00

Out of Aloneness
Discover the Natural Flow in Your Movement: Using Movement 
for a Healthier and Happier Mind, Body, and Spirit
by Jack Wiener
“Wiener’s decades as teacher and psychoanalytic experience have helped 
many with physical and emotional issues. A marvelous tour de force 
which successfully synthesis psychoanalysis, dance, and movement 
therapy.” —Benjamin Maranucci, psychoanalyst 
ISBN: 978-1-949093-72-8 • 226 pages • $29.85

Staring Night
Queen Victoria’s Late-Life Depression 
by Robert Abrams 
Staring Night examines the personal documents of Queen Victoria’s last 
year of life, revealing the largely unknown late-onset depression that 
dictated her � nal decline.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-55-1 • 228 pages • $29.95

Memory’s Eyes
A New York Oedipus Novel 
by Cordelia Schmid-Hellerau
Sophocles’ Oedipus alive today in its tragic and comic aspects told by a 
modern Antigone, candidate in training at a psychoanalytic institute. A 
captivating and moving tale.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-62-9 • 440 pages • $25.00

A Path with No Name
A Collection of Poetry and Painting 
by Mali Mann 
Dr. Mali Mann’s book o� ers a collection of poetry and painting which 
brings an intimate integration of intimate words and images in an 
unending quest of human soul. 
ISBN: 978-0-9995965-0-0 • 128 pages • $24.95

The Orgasm Fantasy 
Improving Sex and Relationships
by Ofer Grosbard
� e Orgasm Fantasy demonstrates by means of case studies how our 
orgasm fantasy remains constant throughout our lives and also shapes 
much of our everyday behavior.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-88-9 • 272 pages • $25.99

Chimeras and Other Writings
Selected Papers of Sheldon Bach
“I strongly recommend this wonderful, innovative and creative book 
which opens new windows, and in my opinion an authentic masterpiece, 
a must-read for all analysts.” —Stefano Bolognini, M.D., Past-President 
of the International Psychoanalytical Association
ISBN: 978-0-9969996-4-9 • 308 pages • $35.00

All Aboard 
by Howard Schwartz 
All Aboard has funny, scary, and exciting adventures you can share and 
enjoy with your children and grandchildren and stories they might read 
themselves when older. 
ISBN: 978-0-9995965-3-1 • 134 pages • $16.95

From Inner Speech to Dialogue
Psychoanalysis and Development 
by Theodore Shapiro 
Shapiro presents 50 years of study concerning how humans represent 
experience. He augments psychoanalytic interpretation with linguistic 
and developmental models enhancing the meaning of symptom, fantasy, 
and even fairy tales.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-66-7 • 637 pages • $39.95

Psychiatry in Trouble
Narrative from a Damaged Profession 
by James Beck, M.D., Ph.D.
Psychiatry is in trouble. Once we listened to patients. Now we push pills. 
� is memoir explains how this happened, and what to do about it.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-67-4 • 430 pages • $25.00

Rage and Creativity
How Feminism Sparked Psychoanalysis 
edited by Lucille Spira
� is anthology celebrates how a feminist thought collective changed 
psychoanalysis to better understand women’s needs and desires. Sexism, 
racism, and “othering” are in the conversation.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-73-5 • 354 pages • $25.00

Survival Skills
Norway, Anti-Semitism and the Holocaust: A Family Memoir 
by Anne-Marie Foltz 
“In this stunning memoir, which is also very much a work of history, 
Anne-Marie Foltz tells the astonishing story of her family’s displacement 
and survival from World War II Norway, to America”—David W. Blight, 
Sterling Professor of History at Yale University, author of the Pulitzer 
Prize–winning Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom
ISBN: 978-1-949093-50-6 • 267 pages • $25.95

Exploring the Landscape of the Mind 
by Janet Bachant
“Rarely does a book about psychodynamic therapy o� er such scope and 
depth of insightful knowledge, authentic empathic clinical interactions, 
and an ability to articulate complex ideas.” —Efrat Ginot, PhD
ISBN: 978-1-949093-36-0 • 234 pages • $35.00

Mirrored Reflections
A Memoir 
by Kitty La Perreire
Internationally noted family therapist examines her inner and outer 
life across the shi� ing grounds she traverses from disintegrating 
Czechoslovakia to open-armed America. Intimate, informed, 
captivating.
ISBN: 978-1-949093-45-2 • 336 pages • $29.95

What They Bring
The Poetry of Migration and Immigration 
edited by Irene Willis and Jim Haba
� is anthology � lls a need in psychoanalytic publishing—to understand 
the immigrant within each of us. Poetry, medicine for the soul, is one of 
the best ways to heal the hatred and fear that keep us from seeing each 
other’s humanity.
ISBN: 978-0-9985323-5-6 • 232 pages • $19.95

Paradigms and Processes
Selected Papers of Arnold Wilson
“� is luminescent volume of collected papers, spanning three decades of 
analytic practice, tells a story—of an analytic engagement with the most 
important and controversial topics of our recent collective history.”
ISBN: 978-1-949093-68-1 • 724 pages • $39.95
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